Enrico’s New York Style Pizza expands
and opens its second location
“Being Italian is my life,” says Larry Calvano, of Big Chill. Most of the Keys knows
Larry’s mecca as a landmark of the islands,
complete with a pool, bars, and a stunning
view. What they might not know is this Keys
resident is an Italian through and through.
“Being Italian is my family life,” says Larry.
“My family came here from the old country, through New York to Florida, where we
ended up in Sunrise.” Growing up, Larry’s
neighborhood was its own Little Italy, and
had an old school neighborhood feeling.
“Food was the center point of everything,
and my house was the focal point in the
neighborhood. My father was a secondgeneration pizza maker, but my mother
was the amazing chef.”
Larry can wax poetic on his favorite
dishes his mother used to make, macaroni
being, by far, is favorite. “Rigatonis, meatballs, sausages. To me that is like… boom!”
reflects Larry about Sunday dinners. “Plus,
my mother, was an Italian seafood specialist.”

It’s not just Italian food that
Larry has a passion for, but
Italian culture too. “If you ever
get the chance to go to Italy, it
is everything that you are told
as a kid growing up. It if wasn’t
for the Italians, people would
still be eating with their hands.
Without us, there’d be no music,
no streets, no aqueducts, no art!
My parents did a good job raising me as a proud Italian. Being
an Italian is a blessing! Everyone and anything great was Italian, including Santa Claus. Think about the colors of
Christmas, it makes a lot of sense,” Larry
points out with a laugh.
In May of 2008, two months after opening the Big Chill, Larry’s father passed
away, and on the second anniversary of his
death, Larry went out and bought a pizza
oven in his honor. This was the start of Enrico’s New York Style Pizza at the Big Chill.
Now, Larry is taking his passion of all
things Italian, and a love
of pizza, and expanding,
opening the second location of Enrico’s.
“The reason I want to
expand is because the
pizzeria is who I am…
that’s my playground. It’s
where I did my homework as a kid, and I was
there day and night. After school, that’s where
I was. And I miss that
neighborhood feel, with
kids coming in after ball
games, and being able to
mix with the locals,” says
Larry, stressing that the
new Enrico’s will have a
different vibe.

“Pizza is like having someone in your
home. This will be a more localized business in the community, and it will allow us
to be more in touch with the locals. Everyone grows up having their favorite pizza
place. I want to be that pizza place.”
Locals can expect an old school neighborhood pizzeria design, with a Little Italy
vibe. Sinatra and Dean will be crooning
over the speakers, as Larry brings back a
bit of Little Italy to Monroe County.
“No one puts as much passion into our
pie than we do. Fresh Mozzarella and vegetables. Boar’s Head meats and cheeses.
Imported pasta. We only use the finest ingredients, and we don’t screw it up. Fresh
ingredients and flavors. You don’t have to
overdo it with Italian cooking. Good ingredients and keep it simple.”
“I don’t make pizza because I have to, but
because it’s my passion. It’s what I love to
do. It’s who my family is, and I represent
them. I am a proud guy,” Says Larry, of the
place that will, without a doubt, reflect his
love and pride for all things Italian.
For more information about Enrico’s
New York Style Pizza, you can visit the new
location opening soon at Mile Marker 88.8,
or visit their Facebook page, https://www.
facebook.com/EnricosIslamorada.
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